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Article Body:
Probably the most important question and possibly the hardest to answer is ˆis this the right
This is a deeply personal subject and we experienced it first hand. Before we had kids we had

So, once you are all in agreement, then you are past the first step. The real ˆfun˜ starts her

You need to consider your options very carefully -which Visa class do you qualify to apply for

Read each of the types of visa and go through them in great detail ˘ always err on the side of

The skilled worker class is by far the most popular choice of application and is currently tak

If you are short of points there are several ways of earning more ˘ learning second language s

Okay, you have chosen the visa, compiled the application and submitted it ˘ what next? Well, d

If your educational levels are in need of a boost you would be able to complete some fairly hi

Another option is to learn new skills (typing. Welding, electrics, auto maintenance) most skil

A huge step forward is to identify the area you wish to settle in and then tie in your (and yo

To be honest, we moved to the area of our dreams and now I have a lengthy commute to work ˘ th

All this is in YOUR control before you move and forewarned is forearmed as they say. It is alw
Another vital aspect of your move is the budget ˘ the chances are you will be selling most of
This is where your research will pay extra dividends. If you know the area you want to settle
Life insurance ($250,000 on each parent) = $60
Pet Insurance (for a Dog) = $30
Local taxes (approx 1% of house value) = $215
Cell Phone (family plan 2 phones) = $55
Local town bill (water, recycling, sewage) = $65
Gas (heating + hot water) = $75
Electric (power and cooking) = $70
House phone (long distance + features) = $80
Cable TV and high speed internet = $110.00
Total monthly = $760.00

Then add your mortgage/rent (allow $1,000 for a family house) and living costs (family of four

This is an illustration based upon our experience and will be different for each area ˘ believ

More detailed information and links to great resources can be found at http://www.onestopimmig
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